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If you want to make power on a multi-cylinder engine you have to use a collector system. Whether it's a
V-Twin or a V-8 it's the same, and no less an authority than the famed engine builder Smokey Yunick will tell
you that. Not using free exhaust energy to help your engine breathe is downright criminal.
RB Racing LSR 2-1 Exhausts for Harley-Davidson
Buy K&N HD-1499 Harley Davidson High Performance Replacement Air Filter (Replaces OE# 29461-99): Air
Filters - Amazon.com FREE DELIVERY possible on eligible purchases
K&N HD-1499 Harley Davidson High Performance Replacement
No 1950's megaphones, No Aluminum Butt Plugs. Real World Tuning Package. When you order a complete
LSR 2-1 exhaust with the RSR Air Fuel Ratio Gauge and The TTS MasterTune there is a $75.00 discount on
the total price. You can observe while you ride in the real world to evaluate transitionals and wide open
throttle .
LSR 2-1 Sportster - RB Racing
FL/FX Models AA FLH - 80 AB FLHP - 80 Chain AC FLH - 80 Shrine Chain AD FLH - Classic AG FLH Classic w/ sidecar AH FLHP - 80 Belt Deluxe
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